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6-county quarantine issued for boxwood shrubs due to invasive moth
2m ago

Credit: USDA photo by Hannah Nadel





 John Calipari departs Kentucky after 15 years, saying the program 'needs to hear another...
9m ago

Credit: AP





 Appeals court rejects Donald Trump's latest attempt to delay April 15 hush money criminal...
13m ago

Credit: AP





Arizona can enforce an 1864 law criminalizing nearly all abortions, court says
26m ago

Credit: AP





Peter Higgs, physicist who proposed the existence of the 'God particle,' dies at 94
39m ago

Credit: AP






White Sox 3B YoÃ¡n Moncada helped off field with hip injury against Guardians
39m ago

Credit: AP





 Steak, cherry blossoms and Paul Simon will be featured at the White House state dinner...
44m ago

Credit: AP





South Korea's president faces a crucial referendum in parliamentary election
48m ago

Credit: AP





 Idaho teen faces federal terrorism charge. Prosecutors say he planned a church attack to...
1h ago

Credit: AP





Mountain goat stuck under Kansas City bridge survives rocky rescue
1h ago

Credit: AP
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